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From The Editor’s Desk

This edition of the 
Service Delivery 
Review (SDR) ap-

pears as we are settling 
into the New Year. Gen-
erally, 2021 was much 
better than the year be-
fore it. Who could forget 
the disastrous Covid-19 
global pandemic that 
surprisingly lay in wait 
around the corner of 
2020? In South Africa, 
the high infection rate 

of this deadly virus seems to be largely petering out. But 
then again, if there’s an entrenched lesson from our ex-
periences of “living with the virus” it is that change is the 
only constant. The evolving Covid-19 virus grimly attests 
to this. 

In this issue of the SDR, a case study by the Western 
Cape Department of Transport and Public Works (How 
a Change Management strategy can be used to drive 
organisational culture for effective KM) demonstrates 
that “change” does not just happen, but is something 
that ought to be deliberately and meticulously managed. 
Similarly, the article on the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development’s Technology and Innova-
tion Report 2021  harps on the familiar but vital theme of 
increasing technological changes across many sectors of 
society worldwide.

According to the Technology and Innovation Report, “fron-
tier technologies are redefining our world, especially our 
post-pandemic future”. In the report, the change readi-
ness of 154 countries in embracing the “suite of tech-
nologies that take advantage of digitalisation and con-
nectivity” are rated against progress in five activity areas, 
amongst them deployment of Information and Commu-
nication Technologies (ICTs) and massive initiatives in 
skills development. 

While most countries, especially those in the so-called 
developing world, still lag in managing the change that 
frontier technologies dictate, this is not for lack of ef-
fort, as several stories and case studies we carry in this 
edition attest. In Surfing the tech wave and Building the 
next ICT generation we have young, entrepreneurial 
Prudence Mabitsela seeking to change the grim statistics 
of underdevelopment and poverty through ICT interven-
tions. The case study by Makabongwe Siziba, a colleague 
in eGovernment Services and Information Management 
at the Department of Public Service and Administration 
(DPSA), gives us a rare view of how the Public Service 
seeks to harness ICT resources for efficient and effective 
service delivery. 

Investment in research and development is among the 
prerequisites for the adoption of the frontier technolo-
gies listed in the Technology and Innovation Report 2021. 
The review of Professor Tshilidzi Marwala’s Closing the 
Gap showcases some of the expertise that South Africa 
possesses in the field. Currently Vice-Chancellor at the 
University of Johannesburg, Professor Marwala is one of 
the world’s leading thinkers in the field of Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI). In his book, he successfully explains the key 
frontier technology concepts and charts pathways for 
change for the different sectors of society. 

Lastly, the case study on the intervention by the national 
government in the North West provincial administration 
is a sobering reminder that rhetoric about technological 
aspirations and innovation are mere talk in the absence 
of good governance and administration, which are key to 
facilitating societal change.  

The over-arching theme of this edition is the inevitabil-
ity of change not only due to the realities of the Covid-19 
“new normal” but as a fact of life that, however painful, 
needs to be understood, embraced and managed to the 
best of our abilities. Enjoy the read. ■
Dudley Moloi

Change is the only constant
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News in Brief

South Africa is in the final stages of review under the 
African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) Second 
Generation Review, which was tabled at the 35th 

Ordinary Session of the African Union (AU) Assembly, in 
early February 2022. Among others, the APRM promotes 
peer-learning among member states on policies and 
best practices to entrench good and stable political and 
corporate governance, socio-economic development, and 
regional and continental economic integration.   

In South African, the Minister for Public Service and Admin-
istration is the Focal Point for the work of the APRM and 
also serves as the “Chair of Chairs” to the other Focal Points 
across the African continent.  

As a build-up to the Review, South Africa concluded its 
APRM Self-Assessment Country Report 2014-2021, which 
was formally adopted by Cabinet in December 2021. The 
country also hosted the APRM Country Review Mission 
(CRM) from 6 to 22 December 2021, which involved a high-
level team of experts drawn from across the continent to 
assess APRM work in South Africa under the Programme’s 
five broad Thematic Areas: 

■ Democracy and Good Political Governance

■ Economic Governance and Management

■ Corporate Governance

■ Socioeconomic Development and Management

■ State Resilience and Preparedness

Led by a member of the APRM Panel of Eminent Persons, 
Bishop Emeritus Dinis Sengulane, they crisscrossed the 
country’s nine provinces to engage with targeted leaders, 
heads of organisations and representative structures from 
the executive, legislature, judiciary, Chapter 9 institutions, 
business, and civil society, as well as ordinary citizens.

Since February 2020 President Cyril Ramaphosa has been 
chairing the APR Forum. His term ended in February 2022. 
In this regard, the Second Generation Country Review is 
seen as forming part of the President’s APR Forum Chair-
ship and reaffirms South Africa’s commitment to the prin-
ciples and aspirations of the APRM as one of the founding 
member countries of the continental mechanism back in 
2002, under the framework of the implementation of the 
New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD). 

The processes leading up to the delivery of the Second 
Generation Country Review were marked by collegiality and 
collaboration among a range of stakeholders and will culmi-
nate into a National Programme of Action for implementing 
the recommendations of the review as well as intensifying 
the interventions that are aimed at tackling the triple 

challenges of unemployment, poverty and inequality. ■

By Gcino Mlaba, Director: APRM and OGP at the Department of 
Public Service and Administration  

South Africa set to deepen good govern-
ance and inclusive development through the 
APRM

December 9th 2021 meeting of the Members of the Country Review Mission with the NGC Steering Committee and 
Technical Research Institutions. Also in the picture are officials from the APRM Secretariat and National Secretariat.  
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News in Brief

Towards the end of January 2022, Oracle announced 
the availability of its first cloud region in Africa to 
meet the rapidly growing demand for enterprise 

cloud services on the continent. The Oracle Cloud Johan-
nesburg Region will boost cloud adoption across Africa 
while also helping businesses achieve better perfor-
mance and drive continuous innovation. The opening 
marks Oracle’s 37th cloud region worldwide with plans 
to have at least 44 cloud regions by the end of 2022, 
continuing one of the fastest expansions of any major 
cloud provider.

“The fourth industrial revolution, which is powered by 
cloud-led technologies, has significantly accelerated in 
South Africa and the wider African continent. In recent 
months, cloud technologies have played a vital role in 
helping African public and private sector organisations 
ensure business continuity, deliver essential services, and 
meet evolving customer expectations. The Oracle Johan-
nesburg region offers a next-generation cloud to run any 
application faster and more securely for less, helping 
businesses build resilience, agility and achieve improved 
ROI,” said Richard Smith, executive vice president, EMEA, 
Oracle.

The Johannesburg region is built on Oracle Cloud In-
frastructure (OCI), which enables customers to easily 
migrate IT workloads and data platforms to the cloud or 
build new cloud native applications. In addition, Oracle 
offers a wide range of application modernisation and 
cloud strategies to help African organisations operate 
with global competitiveness. African organisations are 
using Oracle to manage their mission-critical workloads 
and take advantage of cloud economics. Customers will 
benefit from significant performance improvements and 
reduced operational costs. 

Airports Company South Africa owns and manages a 
network of nine airports in South Africa, including the 
three main international gateways: O.R. Tambo Interna-
tional, Cape Town International and King Shaka Inter-
national, which together process more than 40 million 
passengers annually. Airports Company South Africa is 
mandated to advance South Africa’s national agenda of 
economic growth and development while delivering a 
sustainable and profitable business. 

“Cloud-led digital transformation is vital for us to maintain 
an agile and profitable business model. The Oracle Cloud 
Johannesburg Region will offer us the flexibility to explore 

the latest technologies that can support our digital road-
map,” said Mthoko Mncwabe, CIO, Airports Company 
South Africa.
The Government Pensions Administrative Agency 
(GPAA) ensures the effective, transparent and account-
able administration of pension funds on behalf of the 
Government Employees Pension Fund (GPEF) and the 
National Treasury of South Africa.

“GPAA is in the process of replacing legacy applications 
and refreshing its IT infrastructure. The timing of the Jo-
hannesburg region opening is perfect to enable us to lift 
and shift our existing and future Oracle deployments to 
the cloud. This will enable us to cut down on on-premises 
infrastructure and assist with the management of Oracle 
services, cybersecurity and disaster recovery,” said Meir-
ing Coetzee, CIO, Government Pensions Administrative 
Agency. ■

Oracle opens first cloud region in africa
New cloud region in Johannesburg delivers superior performance, built-in security, and high availability

Cloud computing simply defined 

When a company chooses to “move to the cloud,” 
it means that its IT infrastructure is stored offsite, at a 
data center that is maintained by the cloud comput-
ing provider. An industry-leading cloud provider has 
the responsibility for managing the customer’s IT infra-
structure, integrating applications, and developing new 
capabilities and functionality to keep pace with market 
demands.
For customers, cloud computing offers more agility, 
scale, and flexibility. Instead of spending money and 
resources on legacy IT systems, customers are able to 
focus on more strategic tasks. Without making a large 
upfront investment, they can quickly access the com-
puting resources they need—and pay only for what they 
use.

Source: www.oracle.com
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News in Brief

Dubai has become the world’s first paperless gov-
ernment after the on-time realisation of the Dubai 
Paperless Strategy that was launched in 2018, it 

was announced in December 2021 by Sheikh Hamdan 
bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of 
Dubai and Chairman of the Executive Council of Dubai. 
Since the launch of the paperless strategy, 45 govern-
ment entities in Dubai cut paper consumption by more 
than 336 million papers, more than Dh1.3 billion in related 
costs and over 14 million man-hours.

New journey
“Today marks the beginning of a new stage in Dubai’s jour-
ney to digitise life in all its aspects – a journey rooted in 
innovation, creativity, and a focus on the future,” said Sheik 
Hamdan at the time. 

“As we complete a full transition to a paperless government, 
we are proud to see the ambitious vision of our leadership 
being fulfilled by the people of our country who have worked 
hard to enhance Dubai’s competitiveness as a world-lead-
ing digital capital and reinforce its profile as a role model 
in designing government operations and services that en-
hance customer happiness.”

Sheikh Hamdan praised the teams working across all par-
ticipating government entities in the emirate, whose efforts 
have further strengthened Dubai’s position as a global role 
model for integrated and sustainable smart cities.

“We mark this achievement with our sights set firmly on the 
future, and we look forward to providing a fully digital life 
for residents of the emirate,” he said, adding that the next 
stage will be marked by advanced strategies to create and 
enhance digital life in Dubai over the next five decades.
The new phase of Dubai’s digital journey will enable and 
empower future governments to meet the expectations of 
the residents of a thriving smart city and provide them with 
renewed opportunities for prosperity, sustainable develop-
ment, and happiness, Sheikh Hamdan added.

Promise fulfilled
“Four years ago, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of 
the UAE and ruler of Dubai, had a vision that no Dubai Gov-
ernment employee or customer would need to print any 
paper document after 2021. Today, that promise has been 
fulfilled.

”Hamad Al Mansoori, Director-General, Digital Dubai, adding 
that the realisation of Dubai’s vision to become the world’s 
first paperless government is a proud moment for the coun-
try. All internal and external transactions and procedures in 
the Government of Dubai are now 100 per cent digital and 
managed from a comprehensive digital government servic-
es platforms, he noted.

“This achievement is all the more important since it coin-
cides with the UAE’s 50th anniversary celebrations when 

Dubai is the world’s first paperless government
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News in Brief

we are looking forward to another five decades of success,” 
Al Mansoori added. “This accomplishment, which reflects 
the determination that drives taskforces and teams across 
Dubai Government institutions, will have a tremendous 
positive impact on government efficiency. It will enable the 
optimal use of resources and encourage the greater use of 
innovation and technology to design advanced solutions 
and digitisation of services and procedures.”

Al Mansoori lauded the efforts to establish a new work cul-
ture in the Dubai Government and encourage customers to 
opt for paperless transactions and digital services in their 
everyday lives, which saves their time and effort, raises hap-
piness levels and promotes resource sustainability.

With the Dubai Paperless Strategy fully implemented, no 
employee or customer of the Dubai Government will need 
to print any paper documents or transactions, unless they 
personally prefer to do so. Printing can be done at service 
or typing centres.

Phased implementation
The Dubai Paperless Strategy was implemented in five con-
secutive phases, each of which enlisted a different group of 
Dubai Government entities. By the end of the fifth phase, the 
Strategy was fully implemented across all 45 government 
entities in the emirate. These entities provide more than 
1,800 digital services and over 10,500 key transactions.

The Dubai Paperless Strategy was launched in 2018 with an 
initial group of six entities: Roads and Transport Authority, 
Dubai Police, Dubai Electricity and Water Authority, Depart-
ment of Economic Development, Department of Tourism 
and Commerce Marketing, and the Department of Land and 
Property. Stage one helped cut paper usage by more than 
72.5 million sheets of papers.

The second phase followed in 2019, with eight additional 
entities joining: Dubai Courts, Dubai Municipality, Dubai 
Public Prosecution, Knowledge and Human Development 
Authority, Dubai Health Authority, Community Develop-
ment Authority, Dubai Customs, and the General Directo-
rate of Residency and Foreigners Affairs, who succeeded in 
reducing paper usage and saving more than 229.5 million 
sheets of papers.

At the end of 2019, the third phase of the Strategy was an-
nounced with a new group of nine entities, namely: Dubai 
Corporation for Ambulance Services, Islamic Affairs & Char-
itable Activities Department, Dubai Media Incorporated, De-
partment of Finance, Dubai Government Human Resources 
Department, Dubai Culture, Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, 
Al Jalila Cultural Centre for Children, and the Government of 
Dubai Legal Affairs Department. The group collectively cut 
paper consumption by more than 12.9 million sheets.

Phase four began in March 2020, with a new group of 10 
entities joining the effort to implement the Strategy: Dubai 
Statistics Center; Awqaf and Minors Affairs Foundation; 
Dubai Women Establishment; Security Industry Regulatory 

Agency; Mohammed Bin Rashid Housing Establishment; 
Dubai Sports Council; Ports, Customs, and Free Zone Cor-
poration - Trakhees; Dubai Maritime City Authority; Dubai 
Air Navigation Services; and Dubai Airports. The group suc-
ceeded in reducing paper consumption by more than 11.9 
million sheets of paper. The fourth phase also included the 
launch of the ‘100% Digital Stamp’ initiative, which aims to 
honour government entities that make significant efforts to 
fully implement the Dubai Paperless Strategy and provide 
smart services supported by an internal digital infrastruc-
ture.

The fifth and final phase of implementing the Strategy be-
gan in June 2020, with nine new entities joining the effort: 
Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre, Dubai Aviation Engi-
neering Projects, Dubai Future Foundation, Supreme Legis-
lation Committee, Nedaa Professional Communication Cor-
poration, Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Knowledge 
Foundation, Dubai Government Workshop, and the Directo-
rate General of Civil Defense Dubai. The group saved more 
than 8.2 million sheets of paper in total.
Two additional government entities have also recently 
joined the Dubai Paperless Strategy: The Financial Au-
dit Authority Dubai and Dubai Chamber. The two entities 
achieved their strategic goals by 100% and saved more than 
938,000 sheets of paper.

DubaiNow app
The complete digital transformation in the Dubai Govern-
ment will enrich the smart city experience for all Dubai resi-
dents, entirely removing the need for paper transactions 
and documents – be they handed out to customers or ex-
changed between employees across government entities. 
Digitalisation will also help provide exceptional experiences 
for residents through the DubaiNow application, which al-
lows access to more than 130 smart city services in 12 major 
categories.

Source: gulfnews.com
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Surfing the tech wave 
Prudence is passionate about building the economy 
of South Africa, one ICT youth at a time, closing the 

digital skills and gender divides in our country.

Prudence Mabitsela is truly an 
inspiration to all. Her passion for 
empowering young people with 

the right skills for the future, and her 
focus on getting more black women 
in the IT sector, is uplifting. And she 
doesn’t just inspire, she walks the 
talk: at just 26 years of age Prudence 
claimed her place in history founding 
Dynamic DNA, the leading training 
and skills development company, 
empowering Africa’s ICT generation.

Prudence is passionate about build-
ing the economy of South Africa, one 
ICT youth at a time, closing the digital 
skills and gender divides in our coun-
try. Coming from humble beginnings 
in Soweto, Prudence was always a 
hard worker, excelling at Math and 
Accountancy at Eldorado Park Sec-
ondary. She was also entrepreneurial 
in spirit; early on setting goals for 
herself that would culminate in her 
owning her own business by the time 
she was 26.  Her entrepreneurialism 
is partly inherited from her mother, 
father and grandmother, however her 
boundless energy, razor-sharp focus 
and unstoppable perseverance – key 
traits of the entrepreneur - are all 
hers. 

Not afraid of hard work, Prudence at 
the age of 13 started assisting her fa-
ther in his mobile repair shop helping 
with customer service. After passing 
her matric there were no funds to 
go to university. However, Prudence 
did not let that stop her, using her 
drive and ambition to seek out every 
available opportunity. She heard 
about a bursary being offered by the 
Media, Information and Communica-
tion Technologies (MICT) SETA for 
a Vega diploma in Marketing and 
Advertising. She walked for an hour, 
joined the queue to apply and was 
accepted along with 30 other stu-
dents out of hundreds of applicants.
The name Prudence means good 
judgement, and in her career, she 

has always made the right decisions 
and taken the appropriate steps to 
get her to where she wanted to go. 
After completing her Vega diploma 
in Marketing and Advertising where 
she received the Top Achievement 
Award, she didn’t rest on her laurels, 
but sent out her CV every day, tire-
lessly pursuing her destiny. She was 
soon offered a sales consulting posi-
tion at a print, network security and 
telecommunications company where 
she would continue impressing her 
managers over the next six years.  

From 2010 to 2015 Prudence worked 
her way up from sales consultant to 
customer service, and at just 21 she 
was appointed as Personal Assistant 
to the CEO. She impressed the CEO 
so much with her drive and passion 
that a role was created spearhead-
ing the B-BBEE component for the 
company, analysing scorecards and 
presenting her findings to manage-
ment. Prudence also furthered her 
knowledge at the University of the 
Witwatersrand in 2015.  This is where 
her passion for skills development 
was ignited. 

Her next career step was to join soft-
ware development company Dynam-
ic Visual Technologies (DVT), which 
is part of the Dynamic Technologies 
Group of companies. She joined 
as B-BBEE transformation Man-
ager in 2016 and within two months 
had secured funding for their skills 
development programme and had it 
registered with the MICT SETA.   
Whilst rolling out the programme 
over the next year, Prudence, spurred 
on by her ambition, business skills 
and strategic ability uncovered an 
opportunity that would see her be-
come 51% shareholder and Managing 
Director of Dynamic DNA. 
“I saw an opportunity that other 
training providers were not doing 
which was desperately needed in the 
ICT sector and that was the practi-

cal learning and mentoring compo-
nent,” Prudence says. “Of course, my 
goal of owning my own company 
was also a big motivator for me, 
so I pitched a business model with 
commercials to the board.” In true 
proactive style, Prudence didn’t wait 
to hear back from the board. Already 
thinking about the next step, she set 
about securing funding that would 
be required to execute her plan. In 
just three weeks the board accepted 
her proposal and Dynamic DNA was 
born.  

“Many people grow up just like me 
without opportunities or access to 
technology and information. I wanted 
to reach those people and give them 
an opportunity in the ICT sector,” 
says Prudence. Her challenge was 
solving the question of how these 
individuals could get into a company 
like DVT when they had not been 
able to attend university to get the 
right skills to be considered. She set 
about building a model that would 
be academically accredited with the 
company recognised as a private 
college.

Looking at the type of skills needed 
by companies, the niche areas 
to focus on such as Java, Oracle, 
Google, Amazon, Microsoft and IBM 
and more specialist skills in software 
development, testing and business 
analysis, Prudence began building a 
solution, partnering with top ICT ven-
dors to provide a variety of courses. 
Today all Dynamic DNA courses are 
fully accredited specialisation cours-
es that plug into NQF standards. 

Always thinking about what the next 
step is in closing the digital divide, 
Prudence added an additional reve-
nue stream for the company, creating 
an end-to-end solution by securing 
Dynamic DNA’s status as a Pearson 
VUE test centre where learners could 
write their examinations. 
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She also set about adding certi-
fied and accredited short courses to 
upskill or reskill existing employees 
within organisations to respond to 
changing needs. Dynamic DNA is 
able to customise specific training 
programmes to meet the skills re-
quired today and for the future. 

A personal passion of Prudence’s is 
to close the gender gap in ICT. She 
soon set about answering the ques-
tion, “How can we build up and men-
tor women to a point they are skilled 
and confident enough to enter a 
male-dominated industry like IT and 
add unique value?” “We train them 
intentionally towards different 4IR 
tech opportunities and streams like 
Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, Cy-
bersecurity and UX/IX – key skills for 
the future. That is what our 4IR4HER 
training programme is all about and it 
is being well received in the market” 
she says.  

Dynamic DNA will continue shaping 
the future by developing and em-
powering Africa’s ICT generation. The 
next step for Prudence is bringing 
in more corporate companies to her 
portfolio of clients so that they can 
close the digital and gender divide 
and decrease the unemployment rate 
of the country. 

Scarce ICT skills are needed for eco-
nomic growth, social upliftment, and 
adaptation to the 4IR. Dynamic DNA, 
with Prudence at the helm, is at the 
forefront of advancing these skills 
and enriching lives in the process. ■ 

Prudence Mabitsela 
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Building the next ICT generation 
Having come from humble beginnings growing up in Soweto, I believe in shaping the future 
and enriching lives by developing and empowering young black women by both giving ac-

cess to education and showing what is possible in my career

No less than 34.4% of our 
citizens are unemployed, the 
majority of them (74.8%) youth 

aged between 15 and 24. Combine 
this with the fact that South African 
businesses are facing a major skills 
deficit in the next generation of our 
workforce, and it becomes clear that 
organisations have an immense op-
portunity to make an impact. 

Prudence Mabitsela, the 26-year-
old founder and Managing Director 
of Dynamic DNA, a leading training 
and skills development company 
empowering Africa’s ICT generation, 
believes that by employing more 
youth in Information and Communi-
cations Technology (ICT), businesses, 
we can propel Africa into a brighter 
future, bridging the skills deficit of our 
workforce, closing the gender divide, 
and helping to narrow the unemploy-
ment gap. 

She shares three ways companies 
can participate in advancing women 
in the industry: 

Learnerships
The challenge in learnerships is two-
fold: firstly, companies have to deal 
with the administrative challenges 
associated with SETA applications, 
learnership hiring, management of 
the learner, training, reporting, admin-
istration, documentary records, audit-
ing and then the successful absorp-
tion or placement of the learner. 
For companies employing young 
highly skilled individuals. This means 
not only hiring employees with the 
necessary skills to improve their 
businesses but also improving their 
B-BBEE score, getting tax rebates, 
and most importantly, creating a 
sustainable transition into the digital 
economy. 

“Our role as the facilitators of these 
learnerships benefits both parties. 
For companies we handle the full 
suite of skills development solu-
tions necessary - hiring, SETA admin, 
reporting, mentoring, training, and 
placement - taking away the burden 
of learnerships which is often a big 
inhibitor to the process”, says Pru-
dence. 

“Secondly, a challenge that we 
often hear businesses face when it 
comes to employing young team 
members is that the education they 
have received is incomplete in terms 
of soft skills such as communica-
tion and the etiquette to equip them 
properly to be productive members 
of a team. On the other hand, you 
have ambitious technically qualified 
young workers who - due to inexperi-
ence - are unable to get a start in the 
industry.” 

Dynamic DNA’s learnership pro-
gramme offers young learners the 
ability to pursue a career in the ICT 
sector with special focus on upskill-
ing and facilitating workplace place-
ment for their graduates. In addition 
to providing technical skills, the 
company focuses on practical and 
soft skills such as communication 
skills, work etiquette, time manage-
ment, presentation skills, and other 
elements essential to these young 
people in creating fulfilling careers.

Dynamic DNA graduates can build 
innovative solutions across multiple 
technologies, both on-premises and in 
the cloud. They learn the skills to de-
sign and build agile applications in a 
complex business environment mak-
ing them a valuable asset to the work-
force.

4IR4Her
Prudence has heeded the call to 
empower women in ICT and is tak-
ing the lead through the 4IR4HER 
movement. 4IR - the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution, or Industry 4.0 - is the 
term given for the profound period of 
transition we find ourselves in, with 
the rapid changes to technology, 
industry and societal patterns we see 
due to increasing interconnectivity 
and smart automation. 
As a democratising force, 4IR is 
potentially powerful and could pro-
vide women with the opportunity to 
compete in the knowledge economy. 
However, this will only happen if 
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adequate attention is paid to existing 
gender divisions and if equal oppor-
tunities are assured.  

“Having come from humble begin-
nings growing up in Soweto, I believe 
in shaping the future and enriching 
lives by developing and empowering 
young black women by both giving 
access to education and showing 
what is possible in my career,” says 
Prudence.

For many young women, it is hard 
to envision someone on TV, who 
appears to be so different, and aspire 
to be just like them. Prudence hopes 
that by teaching young women to 
see the bigger vision of what they 
can become we will see more young 
women in positions of real power. 
“When people look at black women 
excellence, they want to see a pic-
ture”, says Prudence. “There is a gap 
through which women can take on 

powerful positions in business, in 
the technology sector and entrepre-
neurship, yet we see few successful 
women who have made it in the in-
dustry.  I want to change the narrative 
for young women to one where you 
do not need to be linked to a man to 
become successful.” 

As the chairperson of the non-profit 
4IR4Her – a Dynamic DNA pro-
gramme that brings women empow-
erment, female youth, and women 
in technology together - Prudence is 
intentionally moving women towards 
different 4IR technological opportuni-
ties in streams like robotics, artificial 
intelligence, cybersecurity and UX/
IX by assisting them to equip them-
selves with key skills for the future. 
Currently, there are 15 women in the 
programme.

“It is a crucial part of the learning jour-
ney to be paired up with an entrepre-
neur who is successful in the tech or 
business space to learn the key les-
sons you can never be taught from 
a book.  How to manoeuvre through 
your day as a businesswoman, how 
to diversify revenue streams if you 
are self-employed, what to do when 
you see risks to your business, what 
contingency plans you need and so 
on.”

Pay your device forward 
Prudence believes firmly that Cov-
id-19 should not become yet another 
barrier black women have to over-
come to receive the education they 
are entitled to. However, there is no 
doubt that it has affected learning 
and skills development around the 
world, emphasising new models of 
distance learning and training which 
may be unfamiliar to those without 
access to the necessary technol-
ogy. In this context it is the respon-
sibility of businesses to ensure our 
underprivileged youth do not get 
left behind.  In response to this shift 
in the landscape, Dynamic DNA in 
partnership with COMETSA Friends 
and Supporters Club NPO and Kaya 
FM launched a campaign that will 
enable learners from disadvantaged 

communities to access online train-
ing. The campaign calls on individu-
als and corporates alike to ‘Pay Your 
Device Forward’ and donate new/old 
devices like laptops, smartphones, 
WiFi routers and tablets to enable 
continuous skills development for 
disadvantaged youth.

Determined to be an icon of hope, 
Prudence is in the front rank of em-
powering women to empower others 
by equipping young previously 
disadvantaged women with the right 
skills for the future.  

“ICT skills are greatly needed to build 
our economy and there are many 
scarce skills that are needed to do 
this. I believe the business and ICT 
sectors could drive youth employ-
ment through technology skills if 
they wanted to,” she says.  

When you look at the employment 
challenges in South Africa today 
the most common reason why our 
unemployment levels are so high is 
because of a lack of skills in indus-
tries related to the booming 4IR area. 
Businesses need to set up sustain-
able ways to digitise and young 
people need to be fully equipped 
with skills that will still be relevant 
over the coming decades. Prudence 
hopes that by equipping our youth 
properly for powerful positions as 
entrepreneurial leaders we will see 
greater success for all. ■

To find out more go to www.dynamicdna.co.za 
or contact Dynamic DNA on 27 (0) 11 759 5940 

or at enquiries@dynamicdna.co.za
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Some developing countries over-perform on 
frontier technologies: most lag behind 

A few developing nations are 
able to use, adopt and adapt 
frontier technologies than 

their per capita GDPs would suggest, 
but most are lagging behind, ac-
cording to an index of 158 countries 
in the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development’s (UNC-
TAD’s) Technology and Innovation 
Report 2021. In the report, “frontier 
technologies” are defined as a suite 
of technologies that take advantage 
of digitalisation and connectivity. 
They include artificial intelligence 
(AI), the internet of things, big data, 
blockchain, 5G, 3D printing, robotics, 
drones, gene editing, nanotechnol-
ogy and solar photovoltaics.

“Frontier technologies are redefining 
our world, especially our post-pan-
demic future,” according to Shamika 
N. Sirimanne, director of UNCTAD’s 
Division on Technology and Logistics. 
Sirimanne believes that despite some 
negative factors associated with these 
technologies, such as their potential 
to worsen inequality, widen the digital 
divide and disrupt socio-political cohe-
sion, they could be transformative in 
achieving the UN’s Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals (SDGs). The UNCTAD’s 
Technology and Innovation Report 
2021  provides a “country readiness 
index” that assesses countries’ pro-
gress in using frontier technologies. 
It considers their capacities in relation 
to physical investment, human capital 
and technological effort and scores 
them on their readiness for frontier 
technologies based on five building 
blocks: ICT deployment, skills, research 
and development (R&D), industry activ-
ity and access to finance.

Overperforming countries
The index spotlights developing coun-
tries that perform better on frontier 
technologies than their per capita 
GDPs would suggest (Table 1). Their 
overperformance is measured as the 
difference between the actual index 

rankings and the estimated index rank-
ings based on per capita income. The 
greatest overperformer is India, whose 
actual index ranking was 43, while the 
estimated ranking based on per capita 
income was 108. India thus over per-
formed by 65 ranking positions, fol-
lowed by the Philippines, which over-
performed by 57.

How did the outliers exceed expecta-
tions? China, at position 25, and India, 
perform well for R&D. This reflects their 
abundant supplies of qualified and 
highly skilled individuals available at a 
comparatively low cost. They also have 
large local markets, which attract in-
vestment by multinational enterprises. 
China’s progress is partly a dividend 
from spending 2% per annum of GDP 
on R&D.  

The Philippines has a high ranking for 
industry, reflecting substantial levels 
of foreign direct investment in high-
technology manufacturing, particularly 
electronics. Multinational enterprises 
are attracted by the country’s strong 
supply chains and solid base of parts 
manufacturing. The Philippines also 
has pro-business policies along with 
a skilled, well-educated workforce and 
a network of economic zones. Overall, 
however, the top five overperforming 
developing countries have lower rank-
ings for ICT connectivity and skills. This 
drawback is true for developing coun-
tries as a group.
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Top overall performers
According to the index, the United States, Switzerland and the United Kingdom are best prepared for frontier technologies 
(Table 2). Most of the best-prepared countries are from Europe, except the Republic of Korea, Singapore and the United 
States. Some transition economies, such as Russia, also perform well on the index. The top overall performers have well-
balanced achievements across all building blocks of the index and are typically associated with high innovation and GDP.
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Table 1. Countries over performing relative to per capita GDP, gain in ranking position

Table 2: Readiness for frontier technologies, selected countries

Country Overperfomance
(positions)

Country Overperfomance
(positions)

1 India 65 Morocco 29

2 Philipines 57 Kenya 28

3 Ukraine 47 Nepal 28

4 Vietnam 45 Serbia 25

5 China 43 Republic of Korea 24

6 Jordan 31 Russia Federation 24

7 Brazil 35 Lebanon 24

8 Republic of Maldova 33 Togo 23

9 South Africa 29 United Kingdom 21

10 Tunisia 29 Ghana 20

Country name
Total

Ranking
ICT

Ranking
Skills

Ranking
R&D

Ranking
Industry
Ranking

Finance
Ranking

Top 10

United States of America 1 14 17 2 20 2

Switzerland 2 7 13 23 3 3

United Kingdom 3 17 12 6 11 14

Sweden 1 1 7 16 15 16

Singapore 5 4 9 18 4 18

Netherlands 6 6 10 15 8 23

Korea Republic of 7 19 27 3 9 8

Ireland 8 21 6 21 1 37

Germany 9 23 16 5 10 39

Denmark 10 2 4 25 21 5

Selected transitionand feveloping economies

China 25 99 96 1 7 6

Russian Federation 27 39 26 11 66 45

Brazil 41 73 53 17 42 60

India 43 93 108 4 28 76
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To catch up and forge ahead, UNCTAD 
urges developing countries to adopt 
frontier technologies while continuing 
to diversify their production bases by 
mastering a range of existing technol-
ogies. They need to strengthen their 
innovation systems, most of which 
are weak and prone to systemic fail-
ures and structural deficiencies, the 
report says. “A whole-of-government 
approach is needed to absorb these 
technologies, as opposed to working 
in silos,” Ms. Sirimanne said.

Developing countries should also align 
science, technology and innovation 
(STI) and industrial policies, according 
to Ms. Sirimanne. “New technologies 
can re-invigorate traditional produc-
tion sectors and speed up industriali-
zation and economic structural trans-
formation,” she added.

UNCTAD also calls on governments 
to draw in various actors who can 
help build synergies between STI and 
other economic policies – industrial, 
trade, fiscal, monetary and educational. 

The state, industry and labour unions 
should work together to optimise the 
potential of these technologies for 
generating faster productivity.

In this regard, UNCTAD’s STI Policy 
Reviews , which are accessible on the 
agency’s website, can help govern-
ments integrate STI policies into their 
national development strategies while 
working towards achieving the SDGs.
The Technology and Innovation Report 
also urges policymakers to help peo-
ple acquire the necessary digital skills 
and competencies to adopt and adapt 
frontier technologies into their coun-
tries’ existing production bases. Gov-
ernments should also seek to connect 
everyone online, focusing on those 
currently farthest behind, as frontier 
technologies demand greater digitali-
sation and connectivity. They should 
provide incentives and subsidies not 
just for internet access but also for the 
devices through which people get con-

nected. ■

WHAT IS THE IDEAL SKILLS SET FOR 
FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES?
The “Preparing the Workforce” section 
of the UNCTAD’s Technology and In-
novation Report 2021 might paint a 
sombre picture of the future in which 
many known jobs have been ren-
dered redundant. However, it equally 
points out new job opportunities in 
workplaces driven by frontier tech-
nologies.  Unsurprisingly, listed among 
the composite skills that would be re-
quired as “frontier technologies” take 
root in most sectors of society are the 
so-called STEM subjects, or Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathe-
matics.  What might come as a surprise 
(and are often not emphasised as hav-
ing equal importance) are the so-called 
“soft skills”. These, according to the re-
port, are essential in developing the ca-
pacity for creative and critical thinking 
that enable solving complex problems. 
However, the paradox, says the re-
port, is that “these capacities are usu-
ally learned by doing”. How does one 
develop skills for jobs that do not yet 
exist? Or worse still, acquire on the 
job training and experience for frontier 
technologies jobs? Well, the “Prepar-
ing the Workforce” section suggests 
that the least that countries can do is 
to anticipate and devise plans to “fos-
ter ecosystems of firms to provide the 
jobs, training and experience”. Malay-
sia and the Republic of Korea respec-
tively set themselves the goals of 14 
270 and 30 000 jobs that would be 
created using frontier technologies 
and the Internet of Things by 2020. 
Likewise, the United Kingdom set the 
target of growing an AI-ready work-
force of some 20 000 over the same 
period by making interventions in its 
education system and advocating life-
long learning in workplaces.  Accord-
ing to the report “the transition to fron-
tier technologies and onwards will be 
a continuous process” in which “train-
ing and retraining workers will increas-
ingly become the joint responsibility of 
governments, employers and works”. 
Already, confronted by the increasing 
automation of jobs across many sec-
tors, trade unions in the United States 
of America are campaigning for the up-
skilling of their workers in  preparation 
for the inevitable automation in many 

workplaces, says the report.  ■
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Professor Tshilidzi Marwala is an engineer by training 
and one of the world’s leading thinkers in the field 
of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Yet despite a long list 

of impeccable credentials in the “hard sciences”, he has 
a breadth and depth of interests (from languages to phi-
losophy to philanthropy) that defies professional pigeon-
holing. Much of this comes together in his book Closing 
the Gap.  Currently Vice-Chancellor at the University of 
Johannesburg, Professor Marwala is above all, a teacher 
at heart. 

Published in 2020, Closing the Gap was written out of on-
going concern over the widening digital divide between 
the developed countries of the North and their developing 
counterparts in the South, particularly the nations of the Af-
rican continent. Closing the Gap is not a manifesto for digi-
tal justice in a dystopian post-Fourth Industrial Revolution 
(4IR) society. Rather, the book is a teacher’s effort at closing 
the conceptual and knowledge gap that is found woefully 
wanting from the humblest to the highest decision-making 
echelons of societies. 
In writing the book, Professor Marwala has two types of stu-
dents in mind. First, he identifies the need for leaders across 
all sectors of society to have a more than passing inter-

est in technology and the impact of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (4IR) on society. Second, he identifies a need 
to prepare a new crop of technologically savvy leaders. 
He argues for urgent interventions in how young people 
are educated, urging that “instead of requiring students to 
simply memorise facts, in the 4IR, we need them to de-
velop critical thinking … [and] systems thinking”. 

The 4IR often assumes the status of a global fad, accom-
panied by the rise of (mis)information peddlers. Embold-
ened by a little knowledge from Google, there is often a 
tendency to think that we know what it is all about. Or, 
worse still, a common understanding of 4IR is lost and the 
concept becomes incoherent as personal and ill-informed 
whims take over. 

Using the prism of AI, Closing the Gap pulls together many 
different strands to simplify the complex and multi-dimen-
sional 4IR concept, conventionally defined as the “conflu-
ence of cyber, physical and biological technologies”. The 
book’s expansive introduction provides explanatory notes 
on the three preceding industrial revolutions. While a lot of 

Closing the Digital Gap
Closing the Gap is not a manifesto for digital justice in a dystopian post-Fourth Industrial Revolution 
(4IR) society. Rather, the book is a teacher’s effort at closing the conceptual and knowledge gap that 
is found woefully wanting from the humblest to the highest decision-making echelons of societies.

Prof. Tshilidzi Marwala
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detail and context is provided, these are respectively associ-
ated with the social and economic impact of steam power, 
electrical power, and computer power. The introduction then 
proceeds to divide the contemporary period into four parts, 
covering the relationships between the 4IR and industry, 
data, business and society.  

A key take-away from the introductory parts of the book 
is the concept of “automation”, which is commonly under-
stood as the process of replacing repetitive human tasks 
with machines, for example, the replacement of bank tell-
ers with automatic teller machines, ATMs. This innovation is 
often thought of in terms of customer convenience, produc-
tivity and the reduction of red-tape. However, ATMs could 
potentially do more than handing out or declining cash if 
they were imbued with AI. With AI capabilities they could, 
for example, based on an analysis of one’s habits, or what 
is described as “augmented reality” elsewhere in the book, 
decide on whether to issue cash or not should it sense that 
one is not in the “right mind” to be withdrawing too much 
money at 3 am. 

“Data” is another concept closely linked to automation, AI 
and 4IR. Here, all these technologies aggregate” he notes 
in the book.  “The biggest driver of the 4IR is data, often re-
ferred to as ‘the new oil’ [and] whoever controls the data 
controls the destiny of people … countries that gather more 
data – such as China and the US – will dominate the eco-
nomic, political and social worlds,” writes Professor Marwala. 

As is the case with the general lack of beneficiation of its 
bountiful natural resources, Africa lacks the systems and 
capabilities that would ensure collection and ownership of 
this “new oil”, Closing the Gap notes. Not only does this open 
up the continent to the kind of vulnerabilities that are similar 
to those associated with mineral resources, but it is also a 
disability that impedes efficiencies and potential innovation.  
Closing the Gap has the ambitious task of mapping out the 
relationship between AI and the 4IR across the various sec-
tors of society. The facilitative role of governments in en-
suring that the 4IR gap is indeed closed runs through the 
book’s narrative. A large section is devoted to the Presiden-

tial Commission on the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the 
eight recommendations it made as a basis of South Africa’s 
4IR strategy under Government leadership:

■ Invest in human capital development

■ Establish an Artificial Intelligence Institute

■ Establish a platform for advanced manufacturing  
 and new materials

■ Secure and avail of data to enable innovation

■ Provide incentives for future industries, platforms  
 and applications of 4IR technologies

■ Build 4IR infrastructure

■ Review and amend (or create) policy and legislation

■ Establish a 4IR Strategy Implementation 
 Coordination Council in the Presidency.

Also notable on the African continent is the lead taken in 
2018 by the Kenyan Government in establishing a Block-
chain and Artificial Intelligence Taskforce. A year later, the 
taskforce recommended the use of blockchain technolo-
gies in aid of typical government service delivery. Moreo-
ver, Professor Marwala teases out the legislative minefields 
arising from 4IR technologies and business platforms that 
African governments are yet to contend with, from cyber-
security to data privacy to “jobless growth”. What might be 
an added incentive to tax collectors, the book suggests, is 
the need to review archaic laws that make it possible for 
“platform companies” such as Uber and Airbnb to escape 
the tax net.  

Closing the Gap is written in an accessible and non-tech-
nical style as well as living up to its Afrocentric approach 
to the subject matter through references to histories and 
case studies from across the African continent. In it, how-
ever, Professor Marwala manages to retain the level of detail 
necessary for nurturing a sufficiently deep understanding of 

this important subject matter. ■

By Dudley Moloi
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How healthy is the Public Service ICT network?

As the Public Service ramps up efforts to move 
service delivery into the digital realm, vulnerability 
from doing government business in cyber-space 

increases. A recent African cyber threat assessment 
report by Interpol says as high as “90% of African busi-
nesses are operating without the necessary cybersecu-
rity protocols”. Closer home, readers will remember the 
cyber-attack on the operations of a major government 
department. This was after a ransomware attack was 
visited on a major South African parastatal, with threats 
of crippling its operations if money demanded was not 
paid up.

One of the unwritten rules when it comes to cyber-attacks is 
the tendency for organisations not to publicly acknowledge 
the attacks or to downplay them. They fear that reporting in-
cidents might invite opportunistic criminals who are always 
on the lookout for vulnerabilities within government IT sys-
tems which they can exploit. Understandably, the need for 
privacy and protection from prying eyes is a core security 
feature. However, this should be balanced against the need 
for the kind of disclosures within government that would 
make for quick and coordinated responses to securing its 
IT systems and data. 

ICT Security Health Check
After the cyber-attack incidents, the Department of Public 
Service and Administration (DPSA) and the State Informa-
tion Technology Agency (SITA) ran an ICT Security Health 
Check survey across the Public Service. Circulated in mid-
September 2021, the rapid survey sought to get a picture 
of the state of ICT security health in national and provincial 
departments to identify those areas that needed attention. 
In addition, the 16 September 2021 circular to heads of de-
partment required national and provincial departments to 
submit their respective ICT related Auditor General’s (AG’s) 
findings and the associated AG reports to get a broader 
view of the matter as part of the data collection process. 

Unfortunately, only 62 and 69 national and provincial de-
partments had respectively responded to the ITC Security 
Health Check survey and the request for AG information by 
the deadline of 27 September 2021.  Some of the 62 se-
curity health check spreadsheets that were submitted were 
found to be unusable. Moreover, among these were those 
that were poorly populated. They did not correspond with 
the relevant security areas as per the template questions 
and in extreme cases, the responses to the questions were 
left blank. 

ICT Security Health Survey Responses as Required by The 
Emergency Circular:
 
Preliminary findings and analysis 

The ICT Security Health Check survey had a set of 18 ques-
tions that covered security areas as “mundane” as email to 
complex server operating systems. The security questions 
were in turn categorised in terms of whether they related to 
ICT security, infrastructure or applications:      

Application security
Application security is important because applications are 
often available over various government networks and are 
connected to the cloud, increasing vulnerabilities to secu-
rity threats and breaches. It was important that the network 
health assessment consider application security as one of 
the security areas that needed to be assessed during the 
exercise. During the assessment, the issues discovered 
were that:

■  There are delays in issuing secure socket layer 
 (SSL) certificates by SITA 

■  Upgradable legacy systems pose a security risk 
 because the operating systems they use are out 
 of date

■ Departments that have 3rd party applications have 
 limited administrative rights to patch those 
 applications

■  Most departments rely on SITA for patch 
 managment (transversal systems and other 
 departmental IT systems) as they do not possess 
 internal ICT security skills.

A rapid assessment of the Public Service ICT network health found vigilance, synergy and swiftness that 
are key to Government IT systems and data security wanting, writes, Sheilla Ngxeke-Rametsi
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Graph with a synopsis of the application overview

Infrastructure security
IT infrastructure security is essential in protecting govern-
ment departments against online threats. Infrastructure se-
curity tools and methods can help departments mitigate the 
risk of falling victim to data theft and sabotage of the ICT 
infrastructure. During the assessment pertinent issues dis-
covered under this heading were that:

■ There are currently only 1,5 % ICT security skilled 
 resources in Public Service

■ There is a funding challenge to procuring ICT 
 security technology. As a result, departments are 
 operating on an ageing infrastructure

■ There are no security updates configured for 
 employees working remotely

■ In some provincial departments, the budget is 
 centralised, making the procuring of emergency ICT 
 Security solutions a cumbersome process.

■ Some departmental laptops are not connected to 
 the network to receive software updates 
 (especially field workers)

■  SITA transversal systems are not compatible with 
 the latest operating system.

  A synopsis of the infrastructure security overview:
 General ICT Security

ICT personnel in departments shoulder the biggest re-
sponsibility in guarding against cyber-attacks and security 
threats. The vigilance of end-users in cyber-space is equally 
critical to getting the basic security principles right so as to 
ensure the protection of state information assets. However, 
the following issues were noted in this particular security 
area: 

■ Departments depend on the SITA perimeter 
 firewall: local area networks for some departments 
 remain unprotected

■ There are inadequate antivirus configurations

■ Ageing infrastructure limits the capability of ICT 
 security configurations

■ Due to limited ICT skills, there is a challenge of 
 inadequate segregation of duties (one 
 organisational entity generally has administrative 
 privileges to perform everything in the 
 departmental network with no oversight) 

■ The information security officer function is lacking

■ Desktops are not regularly updated

■ Security awareness initiatives are not adhered to

■ There are no intrusion prevention systems and 
 intrusion detection systems to proactively identify 
 ICT environment threats and vulnerabilities.

Synopsis of the general ICT security overview:
 

The general findings indicated that the basic daily ICT secu-
rity housekeeping practises for ensuring a safe IT environ-
ment were not optimal and should be improved by regularly 
attending to the following practices:

■ Inclusion of an anti-virus service in departments’ IT 
 support plan so that their computer systems are 
 protected against any new threats.

■ Properly configuring firewalls to help protect the 
 departmental computers and data by managing 
 their network traffic. 
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■ The departments’ local area networks need to be 
 protected by firewalls blocking unsolicited and 
 unwanted incoming network traffic. Firewalls also 
 validate access by assessing this incoming traffic 
 for anything malicious like hackers and malware 
 that could infect the departmental computers/
 laptops.

■ Making information security awareness effective, 
 thus addressing the cybersecurity mistakes that 
 employees may make when utilising state 
 information assets.

■ Conducting regular vulnerability assessments. This 
 would assist departments in identifying 
 vulnerabilities before hackers find them. 

■ Vulnerability assessment tools scan all 
 departmental network components, verifying 
 whether they have weaknesses that cybercriminals 
 can use to attack the department. 

Conclusion 
The joint survey and questionnaire prepared by the DPSA 
and SITA covered the basic issues around application se-
curity, infrastructure security and general security controls. 
It found that there is a combination of factors across the 
board that open the network to vulnerabilities.  These in-
clude lack of ICT security skills in the Public Service; ageing 
infrastructure; budget constraints (for procurement of ICT 
security solutions/services); and legacy systems that are 
not upgradable. 

While the response time to and deadline for the survey were 
tight, this reflected the urgency that would be required to 
respond swiftly to all manner of cyber-security threats in 
the Public Service. The departments that took this exercise 
seriously and responded in time ought to be applauded. 
However, the unresponsiveness of the majority is cause for 
concern as failure to comply with the requests for informa-
tion greatly undermines the government’s efforts to deal 
proactively with the prevalent cybersecurity threats in the 

Public Service. ■

*Ngxeke-Rametsi is ICT security specialist at the DPSA.
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ICT Governance Comes Full Circle
In this case study Makabongwe Siziba reflects on the lessons learned from the imple-
mentation of the Corporate Governance of ICT Policy Framework and highlights some of 
the new approaches to a revised policy framework. 

Introduction and background

Introduced back in 2013, the Public Service Corporate Gov-
ernance of ICT Policy Framework (CGICTPF) was as ambi-
tious as it was ground-breaking in what it sought to achieve. 
The CGICTPF, also referred to as the “ICT governance frame-
work” in this case study, was subjected to a review process 
after five years of implementation across national and pro-
vincial government departments. In essence, the Public 
Service ICT governance framework was a response to the 
long-standing challenges that had been periodically raised 
over the governance and management of ICT resources by 
government departments. 

Executed by the Government Information Technology Of-
ficers Council (GITOC) and overseen by the Department 
of Public Service and Administration (DPSA), the CGICTPF 
sought to build systematically the governance linkages be-
tween management of investments in technology resourc-
es and the strategic objectives of departments. Overall, the 
expected outcomes from implementation of the ICT gov-
ernance framework were to be in line with what is referred 
to as the ICT House of Values:

According to The Machinery of Government, published 
by the Learning and Knowledge Management Unit of the 
DPSA in 2003, the ICT House of Values provides a set of 
principles that were meant to guide the operationalisation 
of the Public Service Regulations (PSRs) issued by the Min-
ister for Public Service and Administration (MPSA) in 2001 
under the Public Service Act. Consequently, Proclamation 
103 of 1994, which gives effect to these particular PSRs, re-
quired every department to have the following ICT related 
plans in place:

■ A strategic plan stating the department’s core 
 objectives and an information plan that supports 
 the strategic plan

■ An IT plan supporting the information plan 

■ An operational plan that enables the 
 implementation of the IT plan and information 
 management.

The Problem

The problem? At the time of developing and implement-
ing the CGICTPF in 2012 little progress had been made in 
aligning ICT resources and the strategic direction of depart-
ments as per the PSRs of 2001 and subsequent policies. 
Much of the blame was attributed to little to no governance 
of ICT resources in the departments. For example, the ex-
planatory parts of the 2012 CGICTPF lamented that “little 
[had] changed with respect to the governance of ICT in the 
Public Service” since the publication of the Presidential Re-
view Commission (PRC, 1998) on the Reform and Transfor-
mation of the Public Service. 

Published in 1998, the PRC was ground-breaking and wide 
ranging in its analysis and diagnosis of the fault lines in 
the Apartheid Public Service four year into the New South 
Africa. In particular, the section of the PRC report on In-
formation Management, Systems and Technology (IMST) 
complained about fragmentation in the use of technology 
resources within the Public Service as well as the lack of 
a government-wide strategic approach in efforts to build a 
new public service dispensation. Despite the appreciation 
of ICT as a strategic government resource for service deliv-
ery, the status quo remained unchanged for several years. 
A decade after the PRC the Auditor General raised similar 
complaints in the 2008/9 and 2009/10 findings on the 
state of ICTs in the Public Service. The recommendation 
uncannily echoed those of the PRC and similarly recom-
mended that: 

■ A government-wide Governance of ICT Framework 
 should be put in place. This should implement a   
 national ICT strategy to address ICT risks based on 
 defined processes and standards

■ The Governance of ICT roles and responsibilities  
 should be defined and implemented to ensure 
 adequate Public Service ICT enablement.
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Method/Intervention/Solutions

The CGICTPF intervention in the Public Service responded 
directly to the concerns of the PRC and to those that the 
AG had periodically raised. However, it is not the intention 
to delve here into the details of the 2012 CGICTPF itself ex-
cept to note that its primary purpose is, as the document 
said, “to institutionalise the Corporate Governance of and 
Governance of ICT as an integral part of corporate govern-
ance within departments in a uniform and coordinated man-
ner”. Similarly, it is worth highlighting that the CGICTPF was 
implemented in three distinct phases with clear annualised 
deliverables. 

Phase 1:  Creating an enabling environment 
As the Implementation Guidelines for the CGICTPF ex-
plained, Phase 1 was aimed at establishing the environment 
for its implementation.  Given the absence of corporate gov-
ernance of the ICT regime in the Public Service at the time, 
this was a particularly important phase. Consequently, Year 1 
was foundational and required departments to focus on the 
establishment of the various ICT governance structures and 
to formulate their respective policies and plans ahead of the 
next phases. 
 
Phase 2: Business and ICT Strategic Alignment
Year 2, or Phase 2, was premised on the existence of prop-
erly constituted corporate governance of ICT policies and 
committees to ensure that ICT strategies were aligned to 
departments’ business strategies. To ensure that Phase 2 
was workable three committees and their respective plans 
were to be constituted in Phase 1 of the implementation pro-
cess. These committees corresponded respectively to the 
strategic, operational and tactical aspects of the governance 
and management of departmental ICT resources. However, 
Phase 2 is largely the domain of the structures and policies 
that dealt with strategic-level issues as per the Implementa-
tion Guidelines for the 2012 CGICTPF : 

ICT alignment is articulated in an ICT Strategic Plan (in the 
context of this Guideline referred to as an ICT Plan) aligned 
with the MTEF and ICT Operational Plan absorbed in an ICT 
Annual Performance Plan (APP). Figure 5 below shows the 5 
year and annual planning and reporting cycles and how the 
departmental strategic plan is cascaded for implementation 
in an APP. Related to this cascade, it shows the ICT Plan 
that is informed by the departmental strategic plan and cas-
caded into the MTEF and APP for implementation.

Phase 3: Continuous Improvement

Lastly, Phase 3, year three and beyond, marked a period of 
consolidation, monitoring and evaluation as well as gather-
ing lessons learned to inform continuous improvement as 
outlined by the CGICTPF:

The successful implementation of a Corporate Govern-
ance of ICT system leads to continuous improvement in 
the creation of business value. ICT service delivery must be 
assessed to identify gaps between expected and realised 
service delivery. 

Results Achieved

One of the positive developments a year after the depart-
ment implemented the CGICTPF was the incorporation of 
specific standards in the Management Performance Assess-
ment Tool (MPAT), which was managed by the Department 
of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME). This devel-
opment made for systematic monitoring and evaluation of 
the deliverables in each of the implementation phases of 
the ICT corporate governance policy framework. Developed 
in consultation with GITOC, the final MPAT Governance and 
Accountability Assessment Standard had five layers. The 
standard itself became the Key Performance Area, which 
got broken down to levels at which evidence was required 
as part of departmental self-assessment. Another plus for 
monitoring and evaluation was that the AG appropriated the 
Governance and Accountability Standard for auditing the 
ICT function of departments, albeit from a risk perspective. 
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High-level collaboration 
The DPSA is the policy owner of the 2012 CGICTPF. How-
ever, securing the DPME and the AG to help with monitoring 
and evaluating the implementation of the framework was 
certainly a high impact result area. The work of the three 
government institutions enriched each other in the imple-
mentation of the 2012 CGICTPF. 

Full-cycle policy implementation
It is generally observed that government departments are 
good at generating all manner of policies but rarely follow 
these through with monitoring and evaluation and, finally, 
reviews. The CGICTPF ran between 2013 and 2018 when it 
was formally being reviewed, which falls under the five years 
in which policies ought to be reviewed from the time of in-
ception. 

100% coverage of the Public Service
Due to their nation-wide footprint, the inclusion of the DPME 
and the AG helped in ensuring the participation of all na-
tional and provincial departments. Their use of the policy 
framework and the DPME’s MPAT in terms of their respec-
tive portfolios ensured that there was access to data and 
emerging lessons learned from across all national and pro-
vincial departments, which inform the policy review process. 

Lessons Learned 

The MPAT self-assessment tool and the AG reports on the 
risks assessment of ICT across government departments 
generated useful data and pointed towards important les-
sons learned through implementation of the CGICTPF. In 
the main, these lessons confirmed data and insights arising 
from the post-implementation review of the 2012 framework 
and consultations on a revised version of the CGICTPF.  

Duplication of structures and process 
Departments were required to establish three types of 
committee (at strategic, tactical and operational levels) as 
the main deliverables under Phase 1 of the 2012 CGICTPF. 
The self-assessments, through the MPAT tool and the re-
porting requirements of the AG, suggested that most de-
partments had these committees in place. However, what 
was emerging as a concern at the time is that while these 
committees were supposedly distinct from each other, 
there were chaotic levels of duplication between them. 
The main cause of the duplication of responsibilities and 
processes was that the same people were members of 
the three committees as there were not enough people to 
spare for the different committee tasks. The departmental 
ICT Governance Champions suffered from similar disabili-
ties as the committees. They were not providing value as 
envisaged by the CGICTPF. 

Recommendations

■ One of the proposals that emerged as far as 
 Phase 1 on the implementation of the CGICTPF 
 was the need to rationalise the requirements for 
 the establishment of the three departmental 
 committees (Strategic, Tactical and Operational) 
 into a single governance structure, particularly for 
 small or under-resourced departments. 

■ The appointment of Governance “Champions”, 
 ideally, senior managers, as delegated by the 
 Head of Department to advocate and support the 
 efficient and effective use of ICT resources, was 
 found to be more burdensome than useful and 
 mostly without influence. An emerging 
 recommendation was that the role of Heads of 
 Department or Accounting Officers needed to be  
 re-emphasised given the fact that they are 
 ultimately responsible for how resources are 
 managed in an organisation. ICT should not be an 
 exception.  
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Lack of ICT Planning maturity 
Again, the 2012 CGICTPF was premised on the ability of de-
partments to produce complex plans. It became apparent 
that those who struggled to develop such plans resorted to 
downloading other organisations’ plans from the internet, 
replacing the logos and claiming the work as theirs, which 
constitutes plagiarism. The truth is that the 2012 CGICTPF 
created this problem by expecting departments to deliver 
on complex and daunting requirements without due regard 
to their maturity levels, especially in small and under capaci-
tated organisations. 

 Recommendation

■ Corporate governance of ICT resources planning 
ought to be integrated into the strategic planning processes 
of the department instead of, as commonly practiced, com-
ing up with separate technology ICT plans. One mechanism 
for fostering integrated planning across departments might 
be through the identification of a departmental flagship pro-
ject that would revolve around the MTSF five-year planning 
processes. Hopefully such a multi-functional flagship would 
not only force all sections of the organisation to break down 
silos but contribute towards a common goal. The approach 
might be better suited to responding to the unique circum-
stances of departments as well as ensuring that ICT govern-
ance and deployment are accompanied by budgetary and 
other resources. 

 
Focusing on performance and not compliance 
A more fundamental lesson learned is the general tenden-
cy to produce policies and frameworks that essentially do 
not add value when implemented in departments. Likewise, 
the thinking that underpins the current CGICTPF is not the 
need to enhance performance. Instead, the focus is on rigid 
compliance and ticking of boxes. This does not translate to 
performance. For example, a department that scored 4 on 
the MPAT self-assessment tool, which meant that every-
thing that is required in terms of the framework has been 
achieved, does not mean that it is fully using its ICT re-
sources in aid of organisational performance. Moreover, the 
reports of the AG over the years indicated that most ICT 
projects that departments undertook failed to demonstrate 
the expected benefits. 

Recommendation

■ There is a need to interrogate seriously the need 

for particular policies against their real value in assisting 
departments to discharge their service delivery mandates. 
In other words, the question should increasingly be about 
how compliance with ICT governance policies and regula-
tions is translated to achieving departmental objectives.  

■ Also emerging as a recommendation is the need to 

ensure that all investments in ICT must demonstrate pre-
determined value-add through solid business cases before 
they are approved. 
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A “first” in the Public Service 

Successfully hosting the first session of Communities of 
Practice (CoP) in November 2021 was yet another milestone 
in the cause of Knowledge Management (KM) in the Public 
Service. Not only did the hybrid session – with limited physi-
cal contact and online - continue the trend of hosting virtual 
KM events. The use of the interactive online collaborative 
“flipchart” tool, Miro Board, was more than fun as it added 
the “human touch” to many a virtual workshop, otherwise 
often noted for their passivity. 

In his opening remarks, the Department of Public Service 
and Administration (DPSA) Deputy Director-General for 
Electronic Government Services and Information Manage-
ment, Mandla Ngcobo, touched on the relationship between 
KM and the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR). 
Reflecting on the leadership and governace theme of the 
CoP session, DDG Ngcobo acknowledged how lack of sup-
port from government departments’ senior management 
echelons generally inhibits the institutionalisation of KM. 

Leadership and governance in KM

KM director at the National Treasury (NT), Ditshego Magoro, 
used the experiences of her department to illustrate how 
leadership can influence and support KM governance in the 
organisation. In addition to providing a profile of the NT KM 
Strategy, Magoro outlined the key success areas in the im-
plementation of KM in her department and shared the fol-
lowing learnings drawn from their efforts over more than a 
decade:

■ An evidence-based approach is best in 
 demonstrating the value of KM to the Executive

■ Open yourself to be audited and allow for 
 peer review.

■ Do not use a one size fits all approach to KM 
 implementation in the organization – spent time 
 on education and create space for building trust 
 before moving on with KM implementation.

■ Demonstrate the value of KM by focusing on the  
 business process.

■ Commit to change management 

■ Focus on a quick win. Start working with the units  
 that show interest in your organisation.

Hybrid CoP marks KM Milestone 
Sebenzile Zibani, Deputy Director for Knowledge Management and Innovation at the 
Department of Public Service and Administration, provides an overview of the inaugu-
ral session of Communities of Practice (CoP) in the Public Service. 
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■ There is a need to always prove the value of KM in  
 your organization. 

Change management and KM

Colleagues from the Department of Transport and Pub-
lic Works of the Western Cape Province government, Rico 
Plaatjies and Ramesh Maharaj, made a presentation on 
“How change management strategy can be used to drive 
organisational culture for effective KM”.  A takeaway point 

from the introductory remarks by Maharaj was the critical 
role that change agents play in sustainably implementing 
a change management strategy. In addition to a passion 
for KM as the subject of change management, organisa-
tional change agents have to be prepared and supported 
in their proposed tasks through concerted training and 
coaching, said Maharaj. His colleague, Plaatjies, handled 
the “how-to” aspect of the presentation and provided ex-
amples of how the Department of Transport and Public 
Work employs change management and KM. 

Breakaway session insights 

Using the Miro Board online collaborating tool after a live 
demonstration by Dr Ronel Davel, a member of the KM 
Technical Team from the South African Revenue Service 
(SARS), the CoP session was split into three groups for fur-
ther distilling the relationship between leadership, govern-
ance and effective KM. Each of the breakaway sessions 
had to respond to a set of questions that revolved around 
how the Public Service could foster a culture of knowledge 
sharing under the ‘new normal’ conditions that the Cov-
id-19 pandemic continues to impose.  

One breakaway report, for example, noted that while work-
ing under Covid-19 realities had impelled greater use of 
technology, Microsoft Teams in particular, there seems to 
have been some discomfort with the fact that most of the 
online discussion gets recorded, which in turn might un-
wittingly affect open and honest engagements. The more 
social and behavioural suggestions that came from yet 
another breakaway report was the need to incentivise the 
adoption and practice of KM sharing efforts through sim-
ple but effective acts like recognition emails, prizes and 
even job rotation or other exposure opportunities. 

Taking the Public Service CoP forward

The first CoP session of November 2021 was restricted to 
those participating departments that had submitted their 
KM Maturity Assessments. This placed them well to act as 
the foundation for the establishment of the Public Service 
CoP. The participants were also informed that incubation 
of the Public Service CoP will be coordinated and sup-
ported by the DPSA until they can run their affairs inde-
pendently. Finally, it was further proposed that three CoP 

sessions be hosted during the 2022/3 financial year. ■



CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

The diagram below, based on a generic KM model, simpli-
fies the interdependencies between the critical KM suc-
cess factors. It integrates people, technology, processes 
and content. The model is familiar among KM practition-
ers. We have, however, added the content, leadership, 
organisational culture, resource allocation and change 
management components that we think hold the mod-
el together. This case study largely concerns the role of 
leadership in ensuring that we successfully implement 

the National Treasury KM Framework.

A summary commentary, the NT KM Framework was ap-
proved in 2014. It took several years to get to this point, 
but the effort was worth it. The processes leading up to its 
development and finalisation had the support of the ex-
ecutive leadership and senior managers. The painstaking 
process of crafting a KM strategy and framework ensured 
the buy-in of NT staff. 

The Framework is an organic document. It is continually 
informed in a rolling process by what we refer to as KM 
controls. These are derived from policies and strategies, 
such as the National Strategic Knowledge Management 

Framework (NKMSF) of the Department of Public Service 
and Administration (DPSA). However, lessons learned or 
best practices are also drawn from across the Public Sec-
tor and other institutions within and outside South Africa. 

Reading the NT Framework diagram (see below) - horizon-
tally, from left to right, are the KM inputs and outputs. The 
middle part of the diagram is what drives our KM activi-
ties and is the engine that is made up of knowledge pro-
cessing.  In other words, what the diagram shows is that 
while an organisation could have all the inputs (expertise, 
methods and tools) its members desire, it is ultimately 
knowledge processing that determines the quality of KM 
outputs. Moreover, knowledge processing demarcates or 
separates the lines of responsibility. The KM Directorate 
strategically drives KM and provides practical support in 
the implementation of policies and tools. However, the 
custodians of the knowledge arising from the operations 
of the National Treasury are colleagues in the different 
functional areas of the organisation. They are responsible 
for creating knowledge every day when they come to work.
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LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE IN 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
National Treasury (NT) is a knowledge-intensive department. It is among the few that 
have reached high levels of maturity in Knowledge Management (KM) implementation 
and it continues to refine the system. In this case study NT KM specialist, Ditshego 
Magoro, reflects on lessons learned by the organisation and highlights leadership and 
governance issues as among the critical success factors in their KM journey.



FOCUS AND SCOPE OF KM 

The NT KM strategy is focused on three main issues, name-
ly: (1) the development and implementation of an Integrated 
Knowledge Processing System; (2) facilitating the adoption 
and implementation of knowledge operations in the busi-
ness units; and (3) organisational capacity building and 
end-to-end business process mapping. 

Integrated Knowledge Processing System 
This focus area drives the formalisation and standardisation 
of knowledge processing within the NT. We do this tacti-
cally by creating awareness of the benefits of KM for the 
respective operational areas. 

Knowledge operations in the business units 
This focus area concerns facilitation of the adoption and 
implementation of knowledge operations in the business 
units. Its purpose is to support and enable NT divisions to 
embed and implement knowledge operations in their busi-
ness processes. 

Business process mapping
This focus area relates to organisational capacity building 
and end-to-end business process mapping to ensure the 
development, implementation and maintenance of opera-
tional business processes, procedures and how-to guides 
for business units within the NT. Emphasis on business pro-
cess mapping was a major entry point for selling KM within 
the NT as people could thereby directly see the interven-
tion’s value add. 

LOCATION 

While in the preceding sections the location of KM activities 
was inferred, its importance merits clear restatement. The 
decentralised approach we have taken to the implementa-
tion is such that the various business units define their own 
KM needs. These needs are based on their respective busi-
ness processes so as to ensure ownership and account-
ability. A KM practitioner might not be an expert in account-
ing or any other area of business within the NT. In other 
words, one might not be able to operationally manage that 
knowledge but be able to support the respective experts in 
managing their knowledge. In this sense, the KM Directo-
rate is like a group of consultants to the other functional 
areas of the NT. 

The KM Directorate itself is located within Corporate Ser-
vices and therefore benefits from the coordination role that 
that division plays in the development and implementation 
of corporate-wide policies. Moreover, strategic planning, 
monitoring and evaluation are corporate service functions. 
This kind of proximity is a game-changer in terms of trans-
lating policy to practice. It ensures that KM becomes part of 
the planning, monitoring and evaluation processes.  

KM CHAMPIONS

We have been fortunate that the leadership of the NT has 
always been aware of the benefits of KM to the organisa-
tion. Much of this goes back to the early 2000s when the 
department took the first baby steps towards KM. Over the 
years this has created an enabling environment that en-
courages experimentation and trial and error. Moreover, the 
different chief directorates within the NT continue to dem-
onstrate high levels of awareness and appreciation of the 
value add of KM in their work. Not only do they value the 
partnership with their KM colleagues, but this value shows 
itself in willingness to plan and allocate resources for their 
specific KM related needs. 

LESSON LEARNED

We at the National Treasury have been on this long journey 
of institutionalising KM. It is a process that is far from over 
and one that we continue to learn from and refine as our 
business environment evolves. In conclusion, this section 
looks at some of the lessons learned over the past decade 
or so of grappling with the complexities of implementing 
KM. 

Evidence-based approach
We have learned that KM can best be sold by using the 
evidence-based approach. This means being sure of your 
story when you engage executives and other senior man-
agers. Building evidence might include benchmarking and 
supporting your case from a range of sources, including 
your peers in the Public Sector. It may even involve being 
brave enough to open yourself up to internal auditing pro-
cesses, in the process of which, in the NT, our colleagues 
did their independent research and benchmarking, produc-
ing valuable feedback. 

Avoid one-size-fits-all
We are often encouraged to craft KM strategies to bring uni-
formity in implementation. This might suggest that advising 
against taking a one-size-fits-all approach is a contradiction. 
However, introducing something new and not easily under-
stood calls for a nuanced approach. To build trust, a lot of 
time needs to be spent on educating or creating spaces for 
conversations. Moreover, committing to change manage-
ment through KM is in the first place about creating aware-
ness, educating and repeating yourself. Have a THICK SKIN. 
This determines whether you are going to break through or 
not.

Through sustained conversations, we have learned that it 
does not help to be dogmatic and pushy in selling KM in our 
organisations. From a practitioner perspective, KM might be 
a matter of “life or death”, but to colleagues burdened by 
work and capacity issues, it might be a “nice to have”. 

Focus on quick wins
A better tactic is to focus on quick wins that demonstrate 
value and then work backwards to the strategies. At the 
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NT, the business process approach was one of the quick 
wins that KM used as leverage. It demonstrated the highest 
value in selling KM in the department. Because business 
processes are an important input in decision-making, our 
involvement as KM also meant that the profile of our work is 
raised even at the highest levels of the organisation.   

In determining quick wins, it is helpful to focus on “early 
adopters” who are ready to work with you. Instead of cov-
ering 100 people in the organisation, it is best to start with 
one or two receptive individuals. These will eventually turn 
out to be your most trusted advocates and speak on your 
behalf even when you are not there. At times the source of 
our frustration comes from wanting to win the support of 
everyone at once, which saps energy, especially when there 
is resistance to an idea. 

CONCLUSION

With reference to the importance of leadership and govern-
ance in KM, one must start by acknowledging the fact that 
NT is a highly knowledge-based organization. In a way, this 
has contributed to pushing the cause of KM in the organisa-
tion. Critically, the implementation of KM continues to enjoy 
the highest level of support as most of the people at execu-
tive levels of the department were part of the key discus-
sions around KM that date back to the early 2000s. The 
task of KM, therefore, is not to convince the leadership of 
the importance of KM. The task is to prove to them how well 

can you do KM through demonstrable benefits. ■

NT KM FRAMEWORK
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How a Change Management strategy can 
be used to drive organisational culture for 
effective KM
In this case study Ricardo Plaatjies talks about change 
management in the context of the Department of Transport 
and Public Works (DTPW) of the Western Cape Provincial 
Government. 

Introduction: Identifying Change Agents 

When we started with implementation of our change man-
agement strategy in the Knowledge Management Directo-
rate some years ago, there were a couple of prerequisites 
for it to be successfully implemented. First, we had to iden-
tify our change agents. These are people who had certain 
qualities about them, the most critical of which was the pas-
sion and drive for seeing KM through. Secondly, and as im-
portant as passion and drive, is that they had to have the 
conviction that what they are doing will end in a positive 
outcome.

Passion, drive and conviction are essential, but we acknowl-
edged that our change agents would have knowledge gaps 
in driving implementation of the Change Management 
Strategy. Their knowledge had to be improved through ed-
ucation and training. One of the easiest and most effective 
ways of doing that was to send them for training in some of 
the basic and more advanced change management meth-
odologies that we were going to use. Finally, the last factor 
that we had to consider was the experience of our change 
agents. We found that many less experienced officials in 
the department did not have the same influence as their 
more experienced KM colleagues. So, experience was an-
other important factor that we looked at when identifying 
our change agents. 

KM Strategy 

The Change Management Strategy was devised to drive 
the kind of organisational culture at the DTPW that would 
ensure that KM thrives. First, let us briefly touch on the KM 
Strategy itself. The KM Strategy has three enablers, namely, 
(1) people; (2) process; and (3) technology, which are familiar 
to most KM practitioners. These enablers indicate the areas 
where Change Management ought to take place. 

It might seem like stating the obvious that most organisa-
tions have processes that drive their work, but these need to 
be continuously strengthened. What we think many people

 

do not understand is that these processes have hidden KM 
value. In a nutshell, therefore, the goal of any KM involves 
the use of the three enablers, process, people, and technol-
ogy, to drive a culture and practice of KM in achieving the 
objective of an organisation. However, getting to this point 
requires the development and implementation of a change 
management strategy. 

Change Management 

The Change Management Methodology is one that the KM 
Director of the DTPW adapted from Prosci, an international 
change management consultancy and training company.  
Their definition of change management is as follows: 

The discipline that guides how we prepare, equip and sup-
port individuals to successfully adopt the change to drive 
organisational success and outcomes.
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 kind of change is required? Who is affected by the  
 change? Then you need to set up a Change 
 Management Team, required for training 
 change agents. The sponsorship model is key: Who 
 is the executive or senior manager within the 
 organisation invested in making sure that the 
 project works and ensuring that change happens? 
2. Managing the change. People are at the core of this 
 phase. Awareness of the project that the change  
 supports must be created. However, awareness on  
 its own is not sufficient: ways must be found to 
 create the desire for 
 sustainable action. Similarly, the preceding steps  
 must be based on knowledge, ability, and continu 
 ous reinforcement through the various change   
 management plans (coaching and training plans). 
3. If reinforcement in the  phase is about making   
 sure messages are fully internalised by change   
 agents and stakeholders. The  phase is about 
 monitoring and evaluation, about looking back at  
 the change management process and analysing  
 what you have gone through. Gaps in training or   
 pockets of resistance, for example, could be 
 identified as challenges requiring appropriate re
 sponses. Finally, reinforcing change is also about  
 identifying, recognising, and celebrating 
 implementation successes.

There are several reasons for and benefits to instituting a 
Change Management Strategy. It could help individuals to 
go through particular changes, either personal or profes-
sional. Commonly, change management is mostly used to 
manage resistance (against a new project or change in gen-
eral), increase the probability of success of the project, build 
change competency in an organisation or drive better re-

turn on investment.  In undertaking a Change Management 
Strategy, one needs to be clear about what it is that needs 
to be changed. At the time, we ourselves realised that peo-
ple did not know what KM was all about, for example. They 
needed to know what had to change and the journey that 
they had to make for this to happen. This is where Prosci’s 
ADKAR change methodology, below, was invaluable:

A conceptually clear change management methodology 
makes up one of the aspects of what is referred to as the 
“Prosci Change Triangle”, or the Prosci PCT Model. The 
model shows the relationships between leadership/spon-
sorship (securing support from the highest office of the or-
ganisation), Project Management and the Change Manage-
ment Strategy itself (In this case, institutionalising KM within 
the organisation). A lot of people made the mistake of only 
looking at the leadership and project management aspects 
of the model, neglecting change management. The point is 
that these ought to feed seamlessly into each other:

Phases of Change Management

The model is summarised in the form of three distinct 
change management phases. These pull together all the el-
ements of the Change Management Strategy:

1. Preparing for change by defining your Change   
 Management Strategy. Here one looks at the 
 attributes of the organisation: How big is it? What  
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The implementation of the Change Management Strategy 
has certainly increased the visibility of KM in the DTPW 
and has resulted in a better understanding of its benefits. 
Increasing numbers of staff are accessing the Einterprise 
Content Management System (MyContent) knowledge-
sharing platform and are doing so consistently. They are 
also attending knowledge sharing sessions organised reg-
ularly by the KM directorate. Most importantly, all this con-
tributes to breaking down the practice of working in silos as 
colleagues discover ways of collaborating instead of com-
peting with one another.  

Conclusion – Impact of Covid-19

KM had a footing within the organisation by the time the 
Covid-19 pandemic hit us in early 2020. However, the pan-
demic brought with it some opportunities, such as promot-
ing uptake in the use of technology as colleagues were 
forced into remote working. Demand for training on the 
MyContent tool increased as employees were required to 
better manage and share information. The pandemic also 
spurred us towards electronic document and records man-
agement in ways that would not have been possible under 
normal circumstances, including the following:

■ All training took place on MS Teams

■ Departmental IT procurement applications and 
 approvals went electronic

■ Central email set up to assist clients timeously

■ Physical records scanned into MyContent for 
 clients to access remotely

■ Online submission developed for managers to sign 
 sequentially

■ Documents signed using the adobe digital 
 signature can be saved on MyContent as records.
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Implementation of the CM Strategy examples

The Western Cape Department of Transport and Public Works has implemented ideas for creating awareness by and com-
munication with stakeholders. These are captured in the collage of photographs below and their captions:  

The “Knowledge Fair” is aimed at creating aware-
ness. It is staged in the foyer of our building and 

hosts different cubicles where our people explain the 
knowledge management process. The location in the 

foyers means that the activities of the fair become 
the first thing that people see when they walk into 
the building. Moreover, people are incentivised to 

engage actively with the change agent at each of the 
cubicles through prizes and pictures that are pub-

lished in the department’s newsletter.

How one communicates depends on the nature of 
an organisation. It could be through emails or in-

tranet videos or flyers, as long as it works. The DTPW 
makes use of posters and publishes a monthly news-

letter for publicising and reporting on the various 
sessions that we host. Moreover, the Head of Depart-

ment and other senior managers have been used 
effectively as sponsors through videos.  

The DTPW foyer, which we call the Knowledge 
College, is also used for training, The sessions are 

booked in advance and participants are served coffee 
and muffins.  
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Triggers to the sec 100 intervention

April of 2022 marks the fourth annivesary of the events 
in the North West province that triggered the need for the 
rarely invoked Section 100 of the Constitution. This section 
empowers the national government to intervene in the ad-
ministrative affairs of another sphere should they deem it 
to be failing in discharging its constitutional mandates. In 
April 2018, the failures and near collapse of governance and 
public administration in the North West province played 
themselves out in chaotic and traumatic scenes in towns 
and villages. The crisis saw the collapse of critical services 
that were manifested in the following: 

■ Violent labour unrest and community protests 
 paralysing service delivery and destroying life and  
 property

■ Health system collapse requiring the intervention of 
 the South African National Defence Force (SANDF)

■ School children kept out of schooling

■ Audit results showing a year-on-year decline for 
 four straight years with the Auditor General noting a 
 refusal to deal with issues raised, such as 
 non-compliance with supply chain management 
 laws and a persistent lack of consequence 
 management

■ Systematic outsourcing of service delivery to 
 irregularly appointed project management units, 
 involving hundreds of millions of rand

■ Municipal services in a state of collapse, requiring 
 the intervention of the SANDF in certain cases.

Historic in scale and complexity 

Putting an entire province under section 100 had not hap-
pened before. In the early 2000s, the national government 
had intervened in several departments (education and so-
cial development among them) in the Eastern Cape Prov-
ince. However, the most extensive use of section 100(1) 
before 2018 was in Limpopo Province, when Cabinet in-
voked section 100(1) intervention in five provincial depart-
ments between 5 December 2011 and 15 December 2014.

So far, the section 100 intervention in the North West Prov-
ince is the most extensive and complex undertaken in South 
Africa. Cabinet decided on 9 May 2018 to invoke this sec-
tion for the entire provincial government, after having placed 
the highly challenged North West Department of Health un-
der section 100(1) (b) of the Constitution on 25 April 2018. 
Five departments, including the Office of the Premier, were 
placed under the direct control of national ministers in terms 
of section 100(1) (b), while ministerial directives were issued 
to five more departments in terms of section 100(1) (a). Sec-
tions (b) and (a) are distinguished from each other by the in-
tensity of the intervention, ranging from full to partial control. 

Modus Operandi 

An Inter-Ministerial Task Team (IMTT), made up of the min-
isters corresponding to the departments under administra-
tion, exercises executive authority for the section 100(1) in-
tervention. The IMTT is accountable to Cabinet and subject 
to the oversight of the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) 
and the cooperation of the Provincial Executive Committee 
(EXCO). Operationally, the intervention is run by a Technical 
Task Team (TTT) of the Directors-General.  In turn, the TTT is 
supported by their respective administrators and the teams 
that carry out the various intervention plans set in motion. 
These interventions were based on diagnostic reports, 
memoranda, operational protocols and plans with clear tar-
gets and timelines across the entire province. 

High-level progress

Since the start of the intervention in May 2018, significant 
progress has been made. Most notable is the social and 
institutional stability, without which good governance and 
service delivery is bound to be a casualty. For the first time 
in almost four years, national and provincial governments 
were in unison and spoke with one voice, acknowledging 
that the intervention had brought stability. The appointment 
of committed and ethical Heads of Department (HoDs) and 
the reaffirmation of the role of other senior managers in en-
suring good governance are key to the sustainability of the 
post-intervention administration. 

Minister for Cooperative Government and Traditional Affairs (COGTA), Dr Nkosazana 
Dlamini-Zuma, reflects on the journey, progress and emerging lessons learned in what 
is to date the biggest and most comprehensive administrative intervention in the provin-
cial sphere by the national government.

North West Section 100 Intervention 
Four Years Later…
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The IMTT notes that issues of consequence management 
were beginning to take root and gain ground in the prov-
ince. Many officials implicated in maleficence are under-
going disciplinary processes, while others resigned, were 
dismissed, or faced criminal charges, which bodes well for 
the return to the rule of law and order in the province. While 
the slow pace that criminal investigations seem to take in 
reaching the courts remains a source of frustration and con-
cern to many, the IMTT is satisfied with the progress that 
had been registered so far. Successful prosecution of crimi-
nal and corruption cases is understandably a complex pro-
cess and requires meticulous work. 

Sadly, collapse and continuing instability in several munici-
palities are of high concern with grave consequences for 
the delivery of services in communities. Much of the source 
of this instability is disagreements and political infighting 
within some municipalities. The provision of basic munici-
pal services remains critical now as it was at the start of the 
intervention. For this reason, the IMTT is facilitating the im-
plementation of rescue plans and the formation of imple-
mentation teams in severely compromised municipalities. 
The adoption and implementation of a single plan based on 
the District Development Model (DDM) is a mechanism for 
making sure that service delivery transcends instability and 
prioritises the needs of communities. 

Lessons learned

The past four years in the North West have provided valu-
able lessons, educating us from the political and legislative 
to the practical and operational levels. At the political level, it 
is critical to recognise that section 100(1) interventions nec-
essarily take place in complex, dysfunctional and potentially 
hostile environments.  Although administrative in focus, the 
intervention must deliver results in contested environments 
where forces both inside and outside the formal structures 
of government seek to frustrate and undermine the efforts 
of the intervention teams. Administrators and teams have 
faced threats and intimidation, which have required decisive 
political action. Without the necessary political support, in-
tervention risks failure in the face of hostile forces. The plan-
ning, resourcing and implementation of interventions need 
to take account of the environment. This requires close co-
operation between the political, administrative, and security 
functions involved, at all stages of the project.   

The intervention has thrown up many issues that have 
helped refine forthcoming Inter-governmental Monitoring, 
Support and Intervention (IMSI) legislation and regulations. 
These include:

■ Roles of the Premier, the Provincial Executive 
 Council and the Provincial Legislature during an 
 intervention that has been invoked for an entire 
 province.

■ Managing the transition from one administration to  
 another (following elections) under conditions of 
 intervention.

■ The lines of accountability when administrators 
 assume the role of accounting officers.

■ The role of the Premier, when the Premier’s Office 
 is put under section 100(1)(b).

The team drafting this legislation has drawn on the rich ex-
periences coming from the North West intervention in the 
version of the IMSI bill that is going to Cabinet. 

Capacitation and securing of intervention teams are vital. 
Intervention teams should not be directly dependent on re-
sources from the department under intervention. We have 
learnt from the North West experience that a well-resourced 
and capacitated project management office is required to 
insulate the intervention from a hostile or dysfunctional 
environment and deliver at the required pace and effective-
ness. Security and protection should be provided based on 
ongoing and timeous security risk assessments.

On the question of consequence management and criminal 
investigations, the North West intervention has been chal-
lenged by slow progress in finalising disciplinary and crimi-
nal cases. The reasons for this include:

■ Reliance on provincial resources (legal and HR) to  
 run disciplinary processes

■ Repeated delays and postponements

■ Lack of dedicated teams from outside the province  
 to investigate, coordinate and manage disciplinary  
 processes 

■ Poor coordination and cooperation between law   
 enforcement agencies

■ Lack of cooperation from provincial departmental  
 officials, fearing for their safety and jobs after the  
 intervention is withdrawn

■ Lack of capacity for investigating complex 
 commercial crimes. 

Strategies to address these challenges are required for 
a successful intervention, as the lack of rapid and visible 
consequence management creates a culture of impunity 
amongst wrong-doers and a “wait-and-see” approach from 
potential local allies of the intervention. It is also important 
that records in departments under administration are se-
cured at the outset to ensure that evidence of wrong-doing 
is not destroyed. 
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Exiting and sustaining the gains of the intervention

Our experience and the lessons learnt from the Limpopo 
intervention point to the importance of invoking section 100 
(1)(a) after withdrawing the section 100 (1)(b) intervention. In 
addition, it will be important to ensure that oversight and 
monitoring take place after section 100 (1)(a) is invoked to 
assess the progress, impact and sustainability of ongoing 
intervention projects. Reporting on the directives issued un-
der section 100(1)(a) should be done regularly to Cabinet to 
guard against regression. We will draw on these lessons in 
crafting our exit plans, recognising that interventions need 
to be formally closed out and a close-out report submitted 
to the NCOP to ensure that knowledge and experience are 
preserved. 

20 April 2018

President Cyril Ramapho-
sa leads the delegation 
to intervene in the violent 
protests that engulfed the 
province.

25 April 2018
Cabinet invokes section 
100(1)(b) for the North West 
Department of Health.

30 April 2018

The Inter-Ministerial Task 
Team IMTT is established 
and embarks on extensive 
engagements with stake-
holders in the province.

9 May 2018
Cabinet invokes section 
100(1) for the entire prov-
ince.

17 May 2018

National Council of Prov-
inces (NCOP) establishes 
Ad Hoc Committee for the 
North West Province to in-
vestigate and oversee the 
intervention.

21 May 2018

Agreements reached with 
organised labour for staff 
to return to work at both 
departments of Health and 
Social Development – the 
main focus of labour unrest.

23 May 2018

Premier Supra Mahumape-
lo resigns. MEC for Finance, 
Wendy Nelson takes over 
as Acting Premier.

23 May 2018
Cabinet specifies interven-
tions for 10 provincial de-
partments.

30 May 2018
Members of the NCOP Ad 
Hoc Committee hold the 
first meeting.

6 June 2018
IMTT presents progress re-
port to Cabinet

7 June 2018

IMTT briefs the provincial 
leadership in Mahikeng on 
the decision for interven-
tion.

14 June 2018
IMTT briefs the Ad Hoc 
Committee about the North 
West intervention.

22 June 2018
Premier Job Mokgoro is 
sworn in.

27 June 2018
North West Provincial Ex-
ecutive briefs the Ad Hoc 
Committee.

28 June 2018

Memorandum of Under-
standing (MOU) signed be-
tween the national govern-
ment and the North West 
provincial government.

10 July 2018

Administrators appointed 
and introduced to the man-
agement of the North West 
government.

2 August 2018

The first meeting of the 
North West Coordinating 
Committee, bringing to-
gether all administrators 
and heads of department.

16 August 2018
IMTT progress report pre-
sented to the NCOP Ad 
Hoc Committee.

22 August 2018
IMTT presents progress re-
port to Cabinet

10 October 2018
IMTT presents progress re-
port to Cabinet

15 – 19 October 2018

NCOP Ad Hoc Committee 
undertakes site visits to the 
North West, and thereafter 
submits its report to the 
NCOP.
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31 October 2018
NCOP approves the inter-
vention, allowing it to con-
tinue beyond 180 days.

5 December 2018
IMTT presents progress re-
port to Cabinet

6 December 2018
Premier of North West 
reshuffles his Executive 
Council

6 February 2019
IMTT presents a progress 
report to the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee. 

8 May 2019

National and provincial 
general elections see the 
African National Congress 
returned to power in the 
North West Province with a 
61,87% majority.

27 May 2019
Premier Job Mokgoro inau-
gurated as Premier for the 
sixth administration.

28 May 2019
Premier Mokgoro announc-
es new Executive Council.

29 May 2019
President Cyril Ramaphosa 
announces new Cabinet

27 June 2019
Premier Mokgoro promul-
gates new provincial de-
partments.

30 August 2019
Proclamation 50 of 2019 
of new provincial depart-
ments.

15 March 2020
National State of Disaster 
declared for COVID-19.

26 March 2020 National lockdown begins.

2 July 2020
Meeting of IMTT, Premier 
and provincial Exco (virtual).

5 August 2020
Follow up meeting of IMTT, 
Premier and provincial Exco 
(virtual).

2 December 2020
IMTT tables progress report 
to Cabinet.

3 December 2020
IMTT presents progress re-
port to NCOP.

10 February 2021
IMTT tables progress report 
to Cabinet.

15 February 2021
IMTT briefs ad hoc commit-
tee of NCOP.

19 February 2021
AGSA and National Treas-
ury brief NCOP ad hoc com-
mittee.

22 February 2021
NPA, DPCI, IPID, SIU brief-
ings to NCOP ad hoc com-
mittee.

15 March 2021
Follow-up NPA, DPCI, IPID, 
SIU briefings to ad hoc 
committee.

15 – 19 March 2021
Ad Hoc Committee visits 
NW Province to engage 
provincial stakeholders.

17 May 2021
IMTT meets with Provincial 
EXCO. 

26 May 2021
IMTT presents a report to 
Cabinet.

31 May 2021
IMTT presents a report to 
the NCOP ad hoc commit-
tee.

23 June 2021
NCOP adopts a report and 
recommendations of ad 
hoc committee.

26 August 2021 Premier Mokgoro resigns.

7 September 2021
Premier Kaobitsa Bushy 
Maape assumes office.

1 November 2021
Local government elec-
tions.

The lack of rapid and visible consequence man-
agement creates a culture of impunity amongst 

wrong-doers and a “wait-and-see” approach from 
potential local allies of the intervention
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